VISTA® Commercial Solutions
Power, Versatility and Innovation.
Information For Dealers: Commercial Controls
For Fire and Burglary Applications

Turbocharge Your Commercial Installations
Honeywell Home VISTA commercial solutions provide you with

the all of the power and versatility you need to satisfy virtually any
commercial installation requirement—all from a single platform.

The Honeywell Home expandable controls easily integrate

using multiple technologies. Consistent programming

with WIN-PAK® and Pro-Watch® access control products,

methodologies and support for commercial solutions

support Crestron®, Lutron®, AMX® and Control4 systems, and

are easy to standardize on.

are Resideo Total Connect Remote Services ready. You’ll save
time on installations, system programming and training.

With our full range of products—including control panels,
keypads, and indoor and outdoor sensors with V-Plex®

The platform includes models listed for commercial fire,

polling loop or conventional technologies—you have more

commercial burglary and combination fire/burglary.

sales and upgrade opportunities than ever. Fire up your

Our panels support up to eight partitions and 250 zones

business and turbocharge your installations today!

VISTA Turbo Series
The VISTA Turbo Series is the ideal solution for your commercial installations. Faster clock
speed and code improvement enable better system performance and enhance the end-user
experience. Easy integration with our WIN-PAK and Pro-Watch access control products and
connected home/connected building solutions make it an ideal fit for larger installations.
The VISTA Turbo Series also supports up to six graphic touchscreen keypads and is
compatible with Total Connect Remote Services—providing mobile security system control
while offering you increased RMR opportunities.

VISTA Turbo Controls Offer:
• Support for up to six graphic keypads (6280 and Tuxedo Touch™ variants)
• On-board serial port
- Eliminates cost and labor of installing 4100SM Serial Module
- Increased speed over serial port (8X)
• Support for up to eight partitions and 250 zones using multiple technologies
• Consistent programming methodologies and support for common peripherals
• Ability to disable auto-stay arming mode by keypad address (for remote arming)
• Unique “PIR masked” trouble display for smart motion sensors (DT7500SN)
• Added security for program mode entry
• Battery protection from damage during prolonged AC power outage
- Eliminates cost and labor of installing Battery Saver Module (BSM)
• Support for 10-digit contact ID subscriber account numbers
The series includes fire/burglary models and burglary only models.

Fire Up Your Business!
Our commercial-grade VISTA Turbo Fire control panels provide the ultimate protection of life and property. These robust,
cost-effective fire solutions save you money and installation time, readily integrate with access control and leading third
party systems, provide additional Smart Sensor functionality and much more! VISTA Turbo fire/burglary panels offer many
features of larger, more expensive systems and meet the needs of mid-size and smaller projects right out of the box.

VISTA Turbo Fire/Burglary Models:
• Fire-ready right out of the box
• Support Honeywell Home 4G fire and high security digital cellular communicators
• 24V kits available
- Kits contain HPF602ULADA 24 VDC power supply (6A, four synchronized outputs)
• Provide proprietary V-Plex® two-wire SLC loop for point ID zone expansion (Class B, Style 3)
with support for a wide range of devices, branch isolators and extenders
• Support commercial wireless fire devices
• Provide Maintenance Signal support for V-Plex smoke detectors
• Support fire-listed relays to trigger auxiliary fire functions
Commercial Burglary Panel Listings
(VISTA-128BPT, VISTA-128BPTSIA, VISTA-250BPT, VISTA-32FBPT, VISTA-128FBPT and VISTA-250FBPT)
UL (U.S.)
UL-985

Household Fire Warning System Units

UL-1023

Household Burglar-Alarm System Units

UL-609

Local Burglar Alarm Units and Systems

UL-365

Police Station Connected Burglar Alarm Units and Systems

UL-1610

Central Station burglar Alarm Units

UL-1635

Digital Alarm Communicator System Units

UL-1076

Proprietary Burglar Alarm Units and Systems

ULC-S303-M91

Standard for Local Burglar Alarm Units and Systems

ULC-S304-06

Standard for Central Station Alarm Units for Canada

ULC C1023

Standard for Household Burglar Alarm System Units

ULC-S545-M89

Standard for Residential Fire Warning System Control Units

ULC (Canada)

Commercial Fire Panel Listings
(VISTA-32FBPT, VISTA-128FBPT, VISTA-250FBPT)
UL (U.S.)
UL864

Control Units and Accessories for Fire Alarm Systems

ULC-S559-99

Equipment for Fire Signal Receiving Centers and Systems

CSFM

California State Fire Marshal

FM

Factory Mutual

NYC Fire Dept.

Certificate Number 6140

ULC (Canada)
Other Listings

Notes:
1. Models VISTA-32FBPT, VISTA-128FBPT and VISTA-250FBPT:
a. Have been evaluated for Bank Safe and Vault Alarm applications, in addition to Mercantile Safe & Vault per UL 365 and UL 609
b. A re suitable for Encrypted Line Security when used in conjunction with the on-board DACT and the separately Listed Model
GSMHS Communicator
2. A
 fire system cannot be remotely controlled or controlled from another partition. Therefore, if using Resideo Total Connect Remote
Services, you must use only the Event Notification feature on the fire partition.
3. VISTA-128BPTSIA has also been evaluated to ANSI/SIA CP-01-2010
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Integrated Commercial Solutions and Tools
VISTAKEY®
VISTAKEY provides the simplest, fastest way to add just the right
amount of access control to fire/burglary systems in settings such as
retail stores, warehouses, restaurants, professional offices and highend homes. More information on VISTAKEY is available on our website
at security.honeywellhome.com/hsc.

WIN-PAK SE with VISTA
Lets you quickly and easily add video surveillance
and access control every time you install a VISTA
commercial security system—all from a single
user interface.
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Commercial Wireless Devices
Wireless Receiver

Wireless Carbon

5881ENHC

Monoxide Detector

Designed for commercial fire

5800CO

and burglary applications.

Detects dangerous
concentrations of
carbon monoxide.

Wireless Fixed, Heat

Wireless Commercial PIR

and Rate-of-Rise

5800PIR-COM

Temperature Sensor

Indoor motion detector for all

5809SS

commercial environments.

Offers expanded
fire detection and
installation flexibility.

Wireless Smoke and

Outdoor Wireless Transmitter

Heat Detector

5816OD

5808W3

Designed for harsh weather

The powerful combination

environments, this weatherproof,

photoelectric smoke/heat

water-resistant device

detector with automatic

provides excellent detection

remote maintenance alert.

and performance in extreme
temperatures. It operates in
temperatures from -40˚ F to 150˚
F (-40˚ C to +66˚ C), (100% RH).

Wireless Hold-up Switch
with Transmitter
5869
Front and back tamperresistant RF transmitting
panic device.
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Full Line of Commercial Devices
Honeywell Home has the devices you need for all of
your commercial jobs. Sophisticated, technology-based
development and assessment processes drive our sensors to
exceed industry standards for quality performance.
Our line of commercial devices is the broadest in the industry.
We offer a wide array of:
• Motion sensors
• Glassbreak detectors
• High security contacts
• Outdoor, extreme weather and temperature sensors
• Flood and water detectors
• Access control PIRs
• Indoor and outdoor photo beams
• Seismic vibration sensors for ATMs, safes and vaults
• Hold-up/panic devices
• Smoke detectors
• Carbon monoxide detectors
• Heat sensors
• Sounders and strobes
• Photoelectric beams
• Accessories
With many of these available in hardwired, wireless and
V-Plex versions, we’ve got you covered. For more information
on our outstanding line of commercial devices, visit our
website at security.honeywellhome.com.
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Commercial Solutions
VISTA and the Connected Business
The Honeywell Home VISTA—one of the industry’s most
popular hybrid control panels—is ideal for the connected
business. With features including support for commercial
facility automation and control, energy savings and other
benefits to end-users in nearly every commercial vertical
market setting, VISTA offers you more business growth
and RMR opportunities than ever before.

Whatever the size of your commercial installation, from
the small to the mid-size to the high-end integrated
system, there’s a Honeywell Home commercial control
to meet your needs—all from one familiar and reliable
operating platform...VISTA.

For more information
security.honeywellhome.com

Resideo Technologies, Inc.
2 Corporate Center Drive, Suite 100
P.O. Box 9040
Melville, NY 11747
1-800-645-7492
resideo.com
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